DON’T LEAN YOUR CAR ON THE FORTUNE,

LEAN IT ON NO JACK®!

ATIC ANTI-THEFT
THE FIRST AUTOM
RY DEVICE
AND ANTI-BURGLA
FOR ALL CARS.
In case of robberyt he engine of the car safely stops
with a delay. If the central unit fails to receive
decoding sequence of signals, the vehicle cannot be
stolen even with its original keys. If theft occurs and
the device is activated, it will block the electronics
required for the operation of the engine (ignition,
fuel pump, magnetic valve etc.). This will take place
with 60 second delay. Meanwhile the central unit
will read out a message and activate the emergency
warning lights.
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Technical data:
•
•
•
•

power supply: 9-22V
power consumption: 7mA
automatic transmitter: CR 2477 lithium battery
battery life: several years (the device will tell you
when the battery needs to be replaced)
• the device has been certified by T
ÜV + CE + E + MABISZ
No Jack Ltd. (1136 Budapest, Tátra utca 43. ground
floor 1. Tel./Fax.: 350-72-66; 06-30/950-76-55 info@
nojack.hu www.nojack.hu) is the manufacturer, main
representative and exclusive seller of NO JACK!® in
Hungary. info@nojack.hu, www.nojack.hu
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LIFETIME GUARAN

CARS WERE, ARE AND WILL BE STOLEN.

Burglary: The vehicle will stop after 180 seconds if
the engine of the car is running and the
owner is forced to leave the vehicle (and the
transmitter is in her/his pocket).
Theft:

If the parked vehicle is started up by an
unauthorized user, the engine will stop in 60
seconds. In both cases it will be possible to
find the car within a relatively close distance.

CARS WERE, ARE AND WILL BE STOLEN.

When you buy a car there are many things to consider:
e.g.: the colour, power of the engine, what extras it
should be equipped with, but in most cases we forget
about how the vehicle worth a small fortune will mostly have to be left on the street and as long as this is the
case, there will always be someone out there wanting
to steal it. Then we ask ourselves:

HOW SHOULD W
Car alarm?

E P RO T E C T
OUR VEHICLE ?

Due to the multitude of poor quality, cheap alarms that go
off at any time without reason, we have to conclude that
nobody ever takes much notice of them these days, people
just do not pay attention to a car whose alarm has gone
off. (In any case it only takes a professional a few seconds
to switch the alarm off.)

Gear lock?
This is an extremely effective preventive mechanism,
but it doesn’t offer any protection against burglary.

em?
GPS tracking syst
Beyond its rather high price and monthly costs, do you
want to be tracked around the clock and almost be
prevented from having a normal private life? (Beyond how
this no longer presents an obstacle for professionals, since
it is extremely simple to deactivate this expensive device
with a so-called GSM stop device freely available in the
USA.) There was a report about this on TV in the Kékfény
(Blue Light) programme on Hungarian National Television.

ce?
Anti-burglary devi
According to statistics of recent years, these devices are the
most effective ones. We developed NO JACK! the automatic
anti-robbery and anti-theft device bearing this, as well as
convenience in mind.

DELAY

K
ENGINE BLOC
The primary task of the NO JACK! vehicle protection
device: safe delayed shutdown of the engine of the
vehicle in the event of burglary; effective anti-theft
protection for parked vehicles. The system consists
of two units: The central unit installed in the vehicle,
including the receiver and the automatic radio
frequency transmitter.

INACTIVE
If the owner is inside the vehicle or in its immediate
vicinity, the central unit is able to identify the decoding
signals automatically emitted by the transmitter and
will remain inactive. This status remains for every
180 seconds after a sequence of signals. If no further
signal sequences are emitted by the transmitter during
this period, the central unit will be activated after 3
minutes. The only purpose of the transmitter is to
override the central unit, activation is automatic.

The advantages of NO JACK! in the case of BURGLARY
or theft:
1. Burglary: If the engine of the car is running and
the owner is forced to leave the vehicle (with the
transmitter in her/his pocket), the vehicle will stop after
180 seconds.
2. Theft: If the parked vehicle is started by an
unauthorized user, the engine will stop within 60
seconds. In both cases it will be possible to find the car
within a relatively close distance.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION

Never keep the transmitter where you keep your
car keys! The device should be installed by a professional mechanic to avoid damages to the electronic
devices of your vehicle. The NO JACK! device is sold
with two transmitters. If you lose the transmitter,
you can order a replacement from our customer
service or at the place it was installed by presenting
the original invoice which must contain the serial
number of the device.

Important: If the central unit fails to receive a decoding
signal sequence, the vehicle cannot be stolen even with
its original key.

ACTIVE
If the vehicle is stolen while the central unit is active,
it will switch off the electronic devices required
for switching the engine on (ignition, fuel pump,
magnetic valve etc.). This happens with a delay of 60
seconds. In the meantime the central unit will read
out a message and set off the emergency warning
lights. The engine will switch off and will remain so
until the owner’s automatic transmitter sends out
new decoding signals.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

To contact our customer service call
06-1/350-72-66 on weekdays from
9 am to 4 pm. Please call 06-30/950-7655
in an emergency.

